Castle Creek Middle Cliff
40 minutes

20 minutes

north

A more significant crag with nicer rock. There are
a handful of established and worthwhile routes
here, but several more to be pioneered depending on your inclination and ability.
Head past the Lower Middle Cliff then sidle
along and uphill to the next outcrop (about another 200m). Some cairns. S37.23508°
E142.47205°
Owing to a lack of any described landmarks, and
in many cases vague route descriptions, it has
been very difficult to confirm some of the following routes. The first two in particular probably lie
on outcrops above the bottom of the descent
gully, but they look fairly short and worthless. I’m
not 100% sure of some others as noted. Original
descriptions have been preserved in many cases.
The first landmark you come to is a striking
orange corner which is Young Ones Reign. Heading left, there is a broad vegetated gully capped
by a headwall (no routes). The main part of the
wall starts to its left. The major left-facing corner
is (I believe) Geriatricks. Guessing whether the
first ascentionists were referencing left- or rightfacing corners made this all the more difficult.

1. Steggles 12m 9

very good

none

2. The Chute 12m 6
The R line. David Brereton, James Storer 11.08.91

I think the next route takes discontinuous R-facing
corners at the left end of the main section of cliff –
see topo. Can’t be certain though, make your own
determination. “50m” is probably overstated, but
“14m” doesn’t match the cliff height there.

3. Immoral Majority 14m 19
Short corners 50m L of Geriatricks. Finish up Rfacing corner below tree. Peter Canning, Ross Taylor
18.8.91

4. Grace’s #2 15m ??
Small R-facing corner with a boulder at the base, 6m
L of a major L-facing corner (possibly Joh’s Crooked
Cronies). Finish up L-facing corner below tree. Jake
Randall, Grace Went 27.9.21

The description of the next route has been preserved but has an anomaly - “5m L of Nothing” lines
up with Birthday Hex but there’s a six grade discrepancy. I suggest this route is the major L-facing corner left of Birthday Hex, but how you get through
the roofs above isn’t specified.

The L one of two lines at the L end of the middle
cliff, near the descent route. James Storer, David Brereton

5. Joh's Crooked Cronies 20m 18

11.08.91

Andrew Webb 11.08.91
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Crack 5m L of Nothing. Peter Canning, Andrew Eccleshall,

17

6. Birthday Hex 20m 12
Starts in a shallow L-facing corner, 9m L of Geriatrics.
R around blocky roof @12m. Scramble up to belay.
Grace Went, Breanna Slattery, Jake Randall 27.09.21

7. *Nothing 20m 17
Stepped corner 3m L of Geriatricks, then crack. Andrew Webb, Nick Rol 11.08.91 (some aid). FA Graeme Smith, Glen
Donohue 11.08.91

8. **Geriatricks 23m 20
Corner 8m L of The Tombstone Cuddle. Hand-traverse
R at 5m to arete. Step up, then back L to corner. Up.
Peter Canning, Andrew Eccleshall 11.08.91

The next routes are on the right-hand side of the
buttress on the right of Geriatrics. The ‘tombstone’
flake above is obvious; I suggest you leave it alone.

There is a chain+ring at the top of the next 3 routes,
27m to the ground.

9. *Tombstone Direct 29m 19
Direct up steps (crux) to crack leading to corner and
double cracks. Right at roof then take wide crack in
left to top and rap chains. Hywel Rowlands, Dave Willis
27.09.21

10. *The Tombstone Cuddle 30m 15
Wanders to avoid the hard parts of the Direct. Shallow, stepped corner in middle of middle cliff. Step R
to avoid steep crack. Up next corner (now Loose Capsules), then traverse L back into the corner. Up to
roof, exit R. Glen Donohue, Graeme Smith 11.08.91

11. *Loose Capsules 29m 16
Good, sustained climbing that I’d have given 17.
Small L-facing corner below the
gully at the top of the cliff, 2m R
of Tombstone Direct. Up and into
wider crack, then up, on the Rhand buttress easing to ledge. Up
final steep corner (as for the previous 2 routes). Breanna Slattery,
Steve Toal, Paula Toal 27.09.21

12. *Moonshine 30m? 19
Tackles the R side of the overhangs, L of the wide bushy gully.
Up broken ramps for 8m to below bulging roof. Climb rightward
beneath bulging roof to arete
and seam at awkward stance. Up
shallow seam and flake to large
horizontal below next large
bulge. Exciting traverse left to
gain next steep seam. Dave Willis,
Hywel Rowlands 27.09.21 (fall)

There’s now a gap for the broad
bushy gully. The corners on the L
and R look like some future
routes.
My guess at the next route is
shown on the topo, but the arete
below the ledge looks fierce. Use
with skepticism.
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13. **Stopping All Stations 20m 18
Up wall on L of arête 9m L of Young Ones Reign. R to
arête at vague horizontal. Up to ledge, then steep
crack. Phil Robertson, Wayne Maher, Andrew Webb 14.9.91

14. *Young Ones Reign 20m 14
Main orange corner on right part of the cliff. Well
protected and on good rock. An XL cam isn’t essential but you’ll use it if you have one. Ross Taylor, Peter
Canning, Andrew Eccleshall, Barry Russell 14.9.91

15. *Back Slider 15m 13
Originally written as “Zigzag line 43m L of right end
of middle cliff”, I think this is the dog-leg crack on
the right wall of Young Ones Reign. Andrew Webb, Glen
Donohue, Wayne Maher, Phil Robertson 14.9.91

16. Rook 25m 9
16m L of the R end of the cliff. Climb corner (which
is the second recessed line) to ledge. Up R wall of
stack, then short wall to ledge. Up between boulders. David Brereton (solo) 11.08.91
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